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**Introduction** A multidisciplinary team of scholars at the University of Missouri-Columbia spent three years researching the social and economic development of French colonial society in the middle Mississippi valley from about 1720 to 1830, with a focus on the earliest European community in Missouri, Ste. Genevieve. This collection contains printouts of their research.

Some of the research material is encoded, and thus is not often clear. For a brief explanation of the folder labels: the “Bios” folders in the first boxes contain encoded biographical information about the residents of Ste. Genevieve 1720-1830. The “BBook” folders contain encoded transcriptions of baptismal books. The “MBook” label refers to marriage records. “Slugs” are essentially indexes to the folders they reference; whereas most folders transcribe entries made chronologically, slugs are indexed by name.

**Donor Information** This collection was donated by Susan L. Flader in the spring of 2021.

**Box List**

**Box 1 Reconstitution**

- Intro-proposal, files, slugs, etc., 1981
- Document reports, no date
- Bios A, Aub, Ba, Bean, Bel, 1985
- Bios Bi, Bin, Blink, Boye Br, 1985
- Bios Ca, Cam, Ce, Col, 1985
- Bios Chau, 1987
- Bios Da, Degu, Dem, Dor, 1985
- Bios F, G, Gre, H, J, 1985
- Bios K, La, Lalu, Le, 1985
- Bios Ma, M, N, O, Pa, Po, Ques, 1985
- Bios Ra, Ro, S, 1985
- Bios T, Tir V, W, 1985
- Bios Biosort, January 1984
- MOM sort, 1984
- Nameuse, July 1985
- CANNAM (by canonical name), no date
- Awomen, no date
- Tptal (Parish misc?), 1984
- Cannname working notes (in black binder), no date
Box 2 Parish

- B Book 1, R Book A, 1985
- B Book A, EGO (sort) Father (sort), 1981
- B Book C 1-2-3-4, 1985
- B Book C sort on Ego, 1981
- B Book C Fathers first name, no date
- Index to Book 1 A 1-2-3-4, no date
- Slugs from B Book B Book c 4, 1982
- B Book A/C Extractions, 1981
- B Book D 1-2 (1820-1830), 1985
- Index to Book D 1-2, no date
- Slugs from B Book D 1-2, 1984
- Kid sort B Books A-D2, 1983
- B Book A C1-4 D1 Exoits, no date
- SLB St. Louis Baptisms, no date
- KBBkO 1-2-3, no date
- KBBk- Slugs, no date
- BBook/KBBk slave exempts, no date
- Marriage slugs (Index), 1984
- Burials 1-2-3, 1985
- Bury all slugs, 1984
- Burials sorts, no date
- B Book working notes (BBooks A-1), no date
- B Book working notes (BBook C1-D2), no date
- M Book A-Acc working notes, no date
- Groom-Bride sorts working notes, no date

Box 3 Estates and related

- A Estates (N=15), no date
- Ba-B Estates (N=21), no date
- Bl-Bu Estates (N=20), no date
- Ca Estates (N=18), no date
- Ch-Cu Estates (N=25), no date
- D Estates (N=30), no date
- E-F-G Estates (N=32), no date
- H-J-K Estates (N=29), no date
- La-Laf Estates (N=20), no date
- Lal-Lu Estates (N=32), no date
- M-N Estates (N=36), no date
- O-P Estates (N=31), no date
- R-S Estates (N=35), no date
- T-U-V Estates (N=35), no date
- Estate index Estsort, no date
- Sorts of AS (Ste. Genevieve buildings) for use in checking architectural survey entries (SA=Susan Armeny), summer 1986
Preliminary Inventory
Ste. Genevieve: An Interdisciplinary Community Study Papers
Accession CGA0051

Architectural survey, 1986
Gloss 1-2-3, no date
Big Pile A-E, no date
Big Pile E-Pi, no date
Big Pile Pi-Z, no date
Censuses 1700s
Censuses 1800s
Tax lists 1805-1822
Tax lists 1823-1830

Box 4 Land records
Landcs (1766-1806) and sorts ND/DN
Land CSII petitions (MHS) c. 1797-1801, 1983
Lndlease, Indmtg, Indpsal, Ladexg, Indmisc, 1983-1984
Soulard, Sortsoul (Index), no date
Lndcc, LndPc 1-2, Land PCU, 1983
Lndrec A 1-2, 1984
Lndrec B 1-4 WS notes
Lndrec C 1-2, 1985
Lndej, Lndejx, Lndesl, no date
Lndrec 1B sort
Index to land records, no date
Landsort (by location/year), no date
Land slugs (to 1804) includes sort by date, no date
Marcon 1-5, 1982
Wills 1-2-3 and slugs, no date
Litig 1-2-3, no date
Litig 4-7, no date
Litig 8--9, no date
Litig slugs, no date
Notreg 2, 3, 4, 1, 5, 1997
Ord 1, 1983
Courec1 (1805f.), 1984
Mine 1-2, 1997
Slave 1-2, no date
Misc. Boats, Indians, Inquests, 1985
Biblio, no date
Kassman 1-4 (name index), no date
Kassman 1-4, no date
Kassman 5-8, no date
Kassman 9-13, no date
Kassman 14-18, no date